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Abstract
The b-chromatic number(G) of a graphG is deﬁned as the largest number k for which the vertices
of G can be colored with k colors satisfying the following property: for each i, 1 ik, there exists
a vertex xi of color i such that for all j = i, 1jk there exists a vertex yj of color j adjacent
to xi . A graph G is b-perfect if each induced subgraph H of G has (H) = (H), where (H) is
the chromatic number of H. We characterize all b-perfect bipartite graphs and all b-perfect P4-sparse
graphs byminimal forbidden induced subgraphs.We also prove that every 2K2-free andP5-free graph
is b-perfect.
© 2005 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Many parameters involving vertex or edge coloring of graphs have been studied [7]. A
k-coloring of a graphG is a function c deﬁned on V (G) into a set of colorsC={1, 2, . . . , k}
such that any two adjacent vertices have different colors. The minimum cardinality k for
whichG has a k-coloring is the chromatic number (G) ofG. The parameter (G) has been
extensively studied by many authors. One of the most important results is: (G)(G)+1
(Brooks [2]) and the equality holds for a connected graph G if and only if G is a clique or
a cycle of odd length.
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In this paper, we compare (G) and the b-chromatic number (G). It is deﬁned as the
largest number k for which the vertices of G can be colored with k colors satisfying the
following property P: for each i, 1 ik, there exists a vertex xi of color i such that for
all j = i, 1jk, there exists a vertex yj of color j adjacent to xi .
We will say that such a vertex xi is a b-dominating vertex of the color i and that a
coloring satisfyingP is a b-dominating coloring. The set {x1, x2, . . . , x(G)}will be called
a b-dominating system.
This parameter has been introduced by R.W. Irving and D.F. Manlove [4], by considering
proper colorings that are minimal with respect to a partial order deﬁned on the set of all the
partitions of V (G). They proved that determining (G) is NP-hard for general graphs, but
polynomial for trees.
For a general graph G, we may have (G)> (G). Indeed, even for bipartite graphs, 
may be arbitrarily large. The problem of characterizing graphsGwith(G)=(G) appears
to be an interesting problem to study. We say that a graph G is b-perfect if each induced
subgraph H of G has (H) = (H). We would like to pose the problem of characterizing
b-perfect graphs. In this paper, we characterize the bipartite b-perfect graphs. We prove
that if G is 2K2-free and P5-free, then G is b-perfect. P4-free graphs (co-graphs) and
P4-sparse graphs are restricted classes of graphs that have been much studied. We give
a characterization of b-perfect P4-sparse graphs. Before proving the theorems mentioned
here, we shall need to introduce a few deﬁnitions and prove a number of preliminary
results.
1.1. Deﬁnitions and preliminary results
Let G1 and G2 be two disjoint graphs. Then G1 +G2 denotes the union of G1 and G2.
For an integer k, kG denotes the union of k copies of G. The join G1 ∨ G2 of G1 and G2
is the graph constructed from G1 and G2 by adding all edges between the vertices of G1
and G2. If G is a graph and A, B are two disjoint sets of vertices of G, then [A,B] denotes
the subgraph of G formed by the edges with one endpoint in A and the other endpoint in
B. We denote by Pk the chordless path on k vertices. As usual, Ki denotes the clique on i
vertices.
Let us remark that (G1 +G2) max((G1),(G2)).
Lemma 1.1. Let G1 and G2 be two vertex-disjoint graphs and let G = G1 + G2. If
(G)>max((G1),(G2)) = k then in any b-dominating coloring of G with m colors
(m>k), there exist two colors c1 and c2 such that each graph Gi contains a b-dominating
vertex of color ci , and, Gj does not contain a b-dominating vertex of color ci for i = 1, 2
and i = j .
Proof. LetG1,G2,G,m, k be as in the statement of the Lemma. Consider a b-dominating
coloring of G with m colors. If G1 contains a b-dominating vertex of every color r for
r = 1, . . . , m then (G1)m, a contradiction. Thus there must be a color c1 such that
no b-dominating vertex of color c1 appears in G1. Necessarily, G2 must contain
a b-dominating vertex of color c1. A similar argument applied to G2 completes the
proof. 
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Lemma 1.2. Let k1 be an integer. Let G1 and Kk be two vertex-disjoint graphs where
Kk is a clique on k vertices, and let G=G1 +Kk . Then we have (G)=max((G1), k).
Proof. Let G1,Kk,G be deﬁned as in the statement of the Lemma. We shall prove the
Lemmaby contradiction. Supposeb=(G)>max((G1),(G2))k. Lemma1.1 implies
thatKk has a b-dominating vertex, and therefore, a vertex of degree at least k, a contradiction
to the assumption that Kk is a clique on k vertices. 
Lemma 1.3. LetG1,G2 be two vertex-disjoint graphs. Then the joinG1∨G2 has (G1∨
G2)= (G1)+ (G2).
Proof. We get easily (G1 ∨ G2)(G1) + (G2). We observe that in any coloring of
G1 ∨G2, no color can appear in both G1 and G2.
If there is a b-dominating coloring of G1 ∨G2 with b>(G1)+ (G2), then there are
more than (Gi) colors of this coloring appearing inGi , for i = 1 or i = 2, a contradiction
to the deﬁnition of (Gi). 
We say that a graph is minimal b-imperfect if it is not b-perfect but each of its proper
induced subgraphs is.
Lemma 1.4. If G is a minimal b-imperfect graph, then its complementG is connected and
no component of G is a clique.
Proof. Let G be minimal b-imperfect graph. Suppose G is not connected. Then G is the
join of two graphsG1,G2. Lemma 1.3 gives (G)=(G1)+(G2). It is easily seen that
(G)= (G1)+ (G2). Since G1,G2 are b-perfect, we have (G)= (G1)+ (G2)=
(G1)+ (G2)= (G), a contradiction to our assumption on G.
Suppose one component of G is a clique Kk on k vertices. Since G itself cannot be a
clique (otherwise G is b-perfect, a contradiction), we haveG=G1+Kk whereG1 is some
induced subgraph of G. Lemma 1.2 gives (G) = max((G1), k). It is also easily seen
that (G)=max((G1), k). SinceG1 is b-perfect, we have (G1)= (G1). It follows that
(G)= (G), a contradiction. 
In this paper, ‘contains’ is always used in the sense ‘contains as an induced subgraph’.
For two graphs G,H , when we say ‘G is H-free’, we mean ‘G does not contain H as an
induced subgraph’.
Lemma 1.5. Let G be a connected bipartite graph. If G contains a 2K2 then G contains P5.
Proof. Let G be a connected bipartite graph with a bipartition X, Y . Suppose G contains a
2K2 with edges ab, cd. Without loss of generality, we may assume a, c ∈ X and b, d ∈ Y .
Let P be a shortest path from b to c. If the length of P is at least 4 then G contains a P5.
It follows that the length of P is exactly three. Let the vertices of P be b, r, s, c with edges
br, rs, sc. If d is adjacent to r then a, b, r, d, c is aP5; if d is not adjacent to r then d, c, s, r, b
is a P5. 
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We remark that the Lemma is false for non-bipartite graphs: a family of triangles with
exactly one common vertex x0 would be a counter-example.
2. Bipartite graphs
Recall that a graph G is b-perfect if each induced subgraph H of G has (H) = (H).
We remark that (P5) = (3P3) = (P4 + P3) = 3, and (obviously) (P5) = (3P3) =
(P4 + P3)= 2. Thus, the graphs P5, 3P3, P4 + P3 are not b-perfect.
Theorem 1. Let G be a bipartite graph. Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(i) G is t b-perfect.
(ii) G is P5-free, 3P3-free, and (P4 + P3)-free.
Proof. By the previous remark, we only need to prove that (ii) implies (i). Consider a
minimal counterexample G to the Theorem, that is, G is a bipartite (P5, 3P3, P4+P3)-free
graph that is minimal b-imperfect. We may assume that (G)3, for otherwise we have
(G)= (G), a contradiction.
Assume ﬁrst that G is disconnected. Lemma 1.4 implies that
no component of G is a clique. (1)
If G has at least three components then since no component of G is a clique, G contains
a 3P3, a contradiction. So G has exactly two components. If one component contains a
P4 then the other component must be a clique (for otherwise G contains a P4 + P3), a
contradiction to (1). Thus no component contains a P4 and it follows that each component
is a complete bipartite graph. Now, as G has exactly 2 components and as (G)3, some
component C must contain two b-dominating vertices x, y with different colors, say 1 and
2. If x and y are not adjacent then since x and y have the same neighbors, no neighbor of
y would have color of x, a contradiction to the assumption that y is a b-dominating vertex.
Thus x and y are adjacent. The vertex x must have a neighbor x′ of color 3. Since x′ and y
have the same neighbors, y has no neighbor of color 3, a contradiction.
We can now assume that G is connected. Let A,B be a bipartition of G. Since b> 2,
we may assume that A contains two b-dominating vertices a, c of different colors. Vertex a
must have a neighbor a′ in B with color of c, and vertex cmust have a neighbor c′ in B with
color of a. Now, a, c, a′, c′ induce a 2K2, and we are done by Lemma 1.5. 
3. 2K2-free and P5-free graphs
To investigate the problem of characterizing b-perfect graphs, we now consider small
graphs that are minimal b-imperfect. By D we denote the graph commonly known as the
diamond, the graph obtained from a K4 by removing an edge. Fig. 2 shows the graph 2D.
The graph 2D is not b-perfect since (2D)=4, but (2D)=3.Also, recall our remark that
a b-perfect graph cannot contain a P5, or a P4+P3, or a 3P3. There exist graphs H without
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Fig. 1. A graph with no 2K2 with > .
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Fig. 2. A P5-free, C5-free graph with > .
2K2 such that (H)> (H) (see Fig. 1); the same holds for P5-free graphs, or C5-free
graphs (the graph 2D shown in Fig. 2).
Let us remark that if H is a proper induced subgraph of a graph G, we may have
(H)>(G). For example, let H be a complete balanced bipartite graph (A,B),
minus a perfect matching. We add to H an extra edge xy and we join x to every vertex
of B, y to every vertex of A. Call the resulting graph G. Then (H)= |A| and (G)= 2.
The above remarks show that the problem of characterizing b-perfect graphs might be a
non-trivial problem. In this section, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. If G is 2K2-free and P5-free, then G is b-perfect.
We ﬁrst prove the weaker theorem below, and use it to prove Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. If G is 2K2-free, P5-free and C5-free, then G is b-perfect.
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof of the theorem is by contradiction. Let us consider a min-
imum counterexample G, to the theorem. So for every proper induced subgraph H,
(H)= (H)(G)<(G)
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and so,
(H)<(G). (2)
Consider a b-dominating coloring of the graph G. For each color k, let us denote by xk a
b-dominating vertex of that color. We are going to show that
if yj is any vertex of color j different from j ,
then yj is adjacent to all neighbors of xj . (3)
By (2), we have (G − yj )<(G). In the b-dominating coloring of G, there exists
necessarily a color i = j , without a b-dominating vertex in V (G)− yj . It follows that
the vertex yj is the unique neighbor of color j of xi . (4)
Also, by (4), xi and xj are non-adjacent vertices; and the dominating vertex xj has a
neighbor yi of color i, different from xi . So, there is an edge yjyi , for otherwise, G has
a 2K2 with the edges xiyj and xjyi . Furthermore, the vertex yj must be adjacent to any
neighbor z of xj , otherwise as there is no 2K2, the vertex z is adjacent to xi , andG has either
a C5 or a P5 with vertex set {xi, yi, xj , yj , z}. (3) is established.
We conclude that every vertex is a b-dominating vertex. If there are two vertices a, b of
the same color, then (3) implies that these two vertices have the same neighborhood, and
so (G− a)= (G), a contradiction. Thus, each color appears in exactly one vertex and
each vertex is a unique b-dominating vertex. So G must be a clique, and therefore we have
(G)= (G), a contradiction of our assumption on G. 
Let F,H be two graphs. By substituting a vertex x of F for a graphHwe mean removing
x from F and adding an edge ab whenever a ∈ F − x, b ∈ H and ax is an edge of F. The
resulting graph G is said to be obtained from F by substituting a vertex for H.
Lemma 3.1. If a graph G is obtained from a C5 by repeatedly substituting a vertex for a
stable set, then (G)= (G)= 3.
Proof. We can partition the vertices of G into stable sets A1, A2, . . . , A5 such that ab is an
edge if and only if a ∈ Ai , b ∈ Ai−1 or b ∈ Ai+1 with the subscripts taken modulo 5.
Consider a b-dominating coloring of G. If a set Ai contains two colors, say 1 and 2, then
Ai cannot contain a dominating vertex since colors 1 and 2 do not appear in Ai−1 ∪ Ai+1.
It follows that if Ai contains a dominating vertex of color j, then all vertices of Ai have
color j.
Suppose that b> 3.Without loss of generality, wemay assumeAi has a dominating vertex
of color i for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. But the dominating vertex in A2 is adjacent to only vertices of
colors 1, 3 and is not adjacent to any vertex of color 4, a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is by contradiction.
Consider a counterexample G of smallest order. This graph must be connected, for oth-
erwise as there is no 2K2, at most one componentG1 of G is not a single vertex and we get
(G)=max((G1), 1)=(G1)=(G1), by theminimality ofG. Sowe have(G)=(G),
a contradiction.
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By Theorem 1, the graph G must contain a C5. Let us consider a copy C of C5 in G and
studyC∪N(C), whereN(C) denotes the set of vertices not inC but are adjacent to a vertex
in C. Let x be a neighbor of that cycle. Let (x, C) be the number of edges incident both to
x and to at least one vertex of C. Then
(x, C) = 1 otherwise we get a 2K2;
(x, C) = 4 otherwise we get a P5;
(x, C) = 3 otherwise we get a 2K2,
in the case where 2 consecutive vertices ofC are not adjacent to x, or, in the other case, a P5.
So
(x, C)= 2 or 5. (5)
If (x, C)= 2, then the neighbors of x on the cycles are at distance 2 otherwise we get a
2K2. Let C = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5} with edges aiai+1 and let Ai = {x | (x, C) = 2 and x is
adjacent to ai−1 and ai+1 or x = ai} with subscripts taken modulo 5.
For each i, Ai must be a stable set, for otherwise an edge ab of Ai form a 2K2 with
ai+2ai+3. The graph induced by Ai ∪ Ai+1 is complete bipartite, for otherwise there are
vertices x ∈ Ai, y ∈ Ai+1 such that xy is not an edge, and x, ai−1, y, ai+2 form a 2K2.
There is no edge xy with x ∈ Ai, y ∈ Ai+2, for otherwise x, y, ai+1, ai, ai−1 form a
P5. So we may conclude that for any x, y ∈ A = ⋃5i=1Ai , xy is an edge if and only if
x ∈ Ai, y ∈ Ai+1, or y ∈ Ai, x ∈ Ai+1 for some i.
Let B = {x | (x, C)= 5}, F = {x | (x, C)= 0}. Note that V (G)= A ∪ B ∪ F .
There is no edge between A and F, for otherwise there are vertices y ∈ F and x ∈ Ai
such that xy is an edge. Deﬁne C1 = (C − {ai})∪ {x}. We get (y, C1)= 1, a contradiction
of (5).
The bipartite graph formed by the edges with one endpoint in A and one in B is complete,
for otherwise some vertex u in B is not adjacent to a vertex y of Ai , but by considering the
cycle C′′ = (C − ai) ∪ {y}, we get (u, C′′)= 4, a contradiction of (5).
If B is empty, then F is empty (as G is connected). Then we get a contradiction of
Lemma 3.1. Now B is not empty; it follows that F is not empty, for otherwise the graph G
is the join of A and B, and by Lemma 1.3, (G)= (A)+ (B)= (A)+ (B) as G is a
minimum counterexample; and so (G)= (G).
Furthermore, F is a stable set, otherwise an edge internal to F and an edge internal to A
form a 2K2. Consider a b-dominating coloring of G. We claim
there is no b-dominating vertex of color i in F . (6)
For otherwise, as F is a stable set, B contains all the other colors; and then A is colored
by only one color, the color i. The coloring cannot be proper since A contains an edge, a
contradiction.
Next, we shall distinguish two cases.
Case 1: Every color of F is also in A.
Consider a vertex x of F. Since x is not a b-dominating vertex, the b-dominating vertices
of G remain b-dominating in G − x. We have (G − x) = (G), a contradiction of the
minimality of G.
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Fig. 3. A (P5, P 5, C5)-free graph with > .
Case 2: There exists a color i of F not contained in A.
Let zi be a vertex of F of color i. By (6), there is a dominating vertex, xi , of color i in B.
By minimality of G, the vertex zi ∈ F is then the unique neighbor of a dominating vertex
xj of color j, and xj is in B necessarily. So, A does not contain the color j; furthermore, xi is
not adjacent to xj . Let zj be a neighbor of xi of color j. Observe that zj must be adjacent to
zi for otherwise we get a 2K2 with edges xj zi and xizj . Thus, zj is in B. Let u be a vertex
of A. Then we have a P5 with vertex set {u, xi, xj , zj , zi}, a contradiction. 
The result in Theorem 2 cannot be extended to the larger class of (P5, P 5)-free graph.
The graph G shown in Fig. 3 has (G)= 3 and (G)= 4, and is (P5, P 5, C5)-free.
2K2-free, D-free graphs G are not necessarily b-perfect. However, whenever (G)4,
we have (G)= (G)= (G) as shown by the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Let G be a graph that is 2K2-free and D-free. If (G)4 then (G) =
(G) = (G). Furthermore, there exists a 2K2-free, D-free graph with (G) = 3 and
(G)> (G).
Proof. Let G be a graph that is 2K2-free and D-free and suppose that (G)4. First
note that for each maximal clique K with at least three vertices and each vertex x /∈K , if
x has some neighbor in K then x has precisely one neighbor in K, for otherwise there is
a D. (Here, “maximal” is meant with respect to set-inclusion and not size. In particular, a
maximal clique may not be a largest clique.)
Let K be maximal clique with |K|4. There is no edge ab with a, b /∈K , for otherwise
ab and some edge in K form a 2K2 (since each of a, b has at most one neighbor in K).
So, G − K is a stable (independent) set. Thus, G is P5-free. The result now follows from
Theorem 2.
In Fig. 4, we show a 2K2-free, D-free graph with = = 3 and = 4. 
4. P4-sparse graphs
The results of the previous section shows the importance of the graph P5 and its comple-
ment in the study of b-perfect graphs. ‘P4-sparse’ graphs are a subclass of P5-free, P5-free
graphs that have many interesting structural and algorithmic properties. In this section, we
characterize b-perfect P4-sparse graphs.
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Fig. 4. A 2K2-free, D-free graph with > .
A graph G is P4-sparse if no subset on ﬁve vertices of G contains more than one P4.
A spider is a graph with vertices c1, . . . , ck, s1, . . . , sk such that the vertices ci’s form a
clique, the vertices si’s form a stable set, each ci is adjacent only to si ; there may be a vertex
c0 that is adjacent to all ci’s and to no si (c0 may or may not be present). P4-sparse graphs
generalizeP4-free graphs (also known as cographs).P4-sparse graphs are well studied, they
can be recognized in linear time [5], they are perfect, and perfectly orderable [3].
We note the following result of S. Klein and M. Kouider [8] on P4-free graphs:
Theorem 5. Let G be a P4-free graph, then we have the equivalence:
(i) (G)= (G), for any induced graph.
(ii) G is 2D-free and 3P3-free.
The following was proved independently by Hoàng [3] and Jamison and Olariu [6].
Theorem 6. If G is a P4-sparse graph then G or G is disconnected, or G orG is a spider.
We shall prove
Theorem 7. Let G be a P4-sparse graph. Then the following two statements are equi-
valent:
(i) G is b-perfect.
(ii) G is 2D-free, 3P3-free, and (P4 + P3)-free.
We need the following lemma to prove the above theorem.
Lemma 4.1. If a connected graph G is P4-free and D-free then G is complete bipartite or
has a universal vertex.
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Proof. LetG be a connected graph that is P4-free andD-free, and has at least two vertices.
By Seinsche’ s theorem [9], the vertices ofG can be partitioned into two setsX, Y such that
there are all edges between vertices of X and vertices ofY. We may suppose that X andY are
not cliques, for otherwise G has a universal vertex and we are done. We may suppose there
is an edge completely in X orY, for otherwise G is a complete bipartite graph. Without loss
of generality, assume that X has an edge. But now this edge and some two non-adjacent
vertices in Y form a D. 
Proof of Theorem 7. It is easy to see that (i) implies (ii). Thus we only need prove (ii)
implies (i). Consider a minimal counterexample G to the Theorem, that is, G is a minimal
b-imperfect P4-sparse graph that is 2D-free, 3P3-free, and (P4 + P3)-free. If G or G is a
spider, then G is (2K2, P 5, C5)-free, and by Theorem 3, G is b-perfect, a contradiction. If
G is disconnected then we have a contradiction by Lemma 1.4.
Now we may assume that G is disconnected. Lemma 1.4 shows that
no component of G is a clique. (7)
If G has at least three components then since no component of G is a clique, G contains
a 3P3, a contradiction.
Now we may assume that G has precisely two components, say A and B. If A contains a
P4 then Bmust be a clique (for otherwiseG contains P4+P3), a contradiction of (7). Thus,
both A and B are P4-free. Also we may assume that A is D-free since G is 2D-free.
We may suppose that m = (G)> (G) = max((A), (B)) = max((A),(B)) (the
last equality follows from assumption on G). Consider a b-dominating coloring of G with
m colors. For i = 1, . . . , m, let xi be a b-dominating vertex of color i. By Lemma 1.1, for
some i, xi is in A but B has no b-dominating vertex of color i. For simplicity and without
loss of generality, we may assume xi = x1.
We shall show that
there is no b-dominating vertex of color j, j = 1, in A. (8)
By Lemma 4.1, A is either complete bipartite or has a universal vertex. Suppose that A
has a universal vertex u. If N(u) contains a P3 then A contains a D, a contradiction. So
N(u)must be the union of vertex-disjoint clique since A is not a clique (by (7)). If inN(u),
there is a b-dominating vertex v of some color t, then the clique containing v and u contains
all the colors, and therefore it contains a b-dominating vertex of all colors of the b-coloring,
a contradiction to Lemma 1.1. Therefore, the universal vertex is x1, and A has no other
b-dominating vertex.
Now,wemay suppose thatA is complete bipartite.AsA is complete bipartite, there cannot
be two b-dominating vertices of different colors in the same part of a bipartition of A. If
there are two b-dominating vertices of different colors in A, they must be in different parts
of the bipartition. One of them must miss a third color as m> 2 and the coloring is proper,
a contradiction. Thus (8) holds.
Let X be the set of vertices of B of color 1, and letY be the set of all b-dominating vertices
in B. Each vertex x ∈ X must be non-adjacent to some vertex y ∈ Y , for otherwise x is
a b-dominating vertex of color 1 in B, a contradiction to the property of x1. Now, choose
a vertex x ∈ X with the most neighbors in Y. Let y ∈ Y be a vertex non-adjacent to x.
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Since y is a b-dominating vertex, it must be adjacent to a vertex x′ ∈ X. The choice of x
implies that x′ is non-adjacent to a vertex y′ ∈ Y that is a neighbor of x. The vertex y must
be non-adjacent to y′, for otherwise xy′yx′ is a P4 of B, a contradiction. If x′ is adjacent
to every neighbor of y different from x′, then x′ is a b-dominating vertex of color 1 in B, a
contradiction. Thus we may assume there is a vertex z′ that is adjacent to y but not to x′.
Similarly, there is a vertex z that is adjacent to y′ but not to x. We have z = z′, for otherwise
xy′zyx′ is a P5. We have y′z′ /∈E(G), for otherwise G contains the P4 x′yz′y′. Similarly,
we have yz /∈E(G). It follows that z must be non-adjacent to each vertex in {x′, y, z′}, for
otherwise B contains aP4, a contradiction. Similarly, the vertex z′ must be non-adjacent
to each vertex in {x, y′, z}. But now B contains a 2P3, and with a P3 in A, we see that G
contains a 3P3, a contradiction. 
5. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we investigate the problem of characterizing b-perfect graphs. The general
problem is open but we solve it for bipartite graphs and P4-sparse graphs. Our result im-
plies that b-perfect bipartite graphs and b-perfect P4-sparse graphs can be recognized in
polynomial time. Irving and Manlove designed a polynomial time algorithm to compute
the b-chromatic number of trees. We conclude our paper with the following problem: what
is the complexity of computing the b-chromatic number of bipartite graphs?
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